
Surrey County Indoor Bowling Association
Result of Liberty Trophy match v Sussex on Saturday 17th December 2022 played at Egham IBC

This was a very tough match for Surrey, with 4 pull outs in the last 48 hours. This really stretched the
squadto the limit. This ended up too muchfor Surrey to combat.
It was a slow start, Sussex were 20 shots ahead after just 5 ends on each rink and 26 up at 10. This
really kept Surrey quiet. Sussex managed to get over 30 ahead but Surrey showed great character in
fighting back to within 8 shots but this was as close as we got so Sussex werevictors by 11 shots.

Rink Team Score
1 Ian Trotter Alan Binns Mike Lambert Chris Cranham 18 - 23

This was alwaysa close rink, with 10-10 at 10 ends and 15 all at 17 but
Sussex had a strong 3 ends, despite a finishing 3 Surrey lost by 5.

2 Martin Payne Dave McCallum Jay Head Barry Jenkins * 30-18
This wasa strong Surrey performance, a 7 on the 2nd end took them
on their way, Sussex fought back to 15 all at 13 ends but Surrey picked
up 15 in 6 ends to win by 12

3 George Hopper Harrison Ash Joseph Tindall Ian Jenkins 13 - 19
It was a toughstart for this rink going 15-2 down at 12 ends but Surrey
fought back well when the match got closer winning 7 out of the last 9
endsto only lose by 6.

4 Duncan Heard Chris Jones Gary Taylor Ian Ross 17 - 24
This rink had an enforced change right before the start which did not
help, with losing a 6 to be 21-6 downat 14 ends but a 5 on the 19th
helped to only lose by 7.

=) Jamie Tindall Rob Ciaff Jake Clarke Gary Clarke 13 - 21
Another slow start meant they were 13-3 downat 11. They got back to
4 behind but losing a 4 on the last end meant an 8 shot loss.

6 Sammy Tindall Andrew Richardson John Carey Charlie Souter 19-16
This was a scrappy performance by Surrey but they keptit close all the
time but winning the last 2 ends meant they wonby 3.

* Highest winning rink Lost 110 - 121


